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7:00 p.m. — As the clock hits the three-hour mark, Putin addresses the audience and wishes
them success in the future, taking off from the studio. With that, we conclude our live blog.
Thanks for following us!

6:55 p.m. — We are now nearing the three-hour mark. Putin is taking questions from children
whose birthdays are today. There are four of them in the audience, the host says.

The host brings Putin a stack of bound books as "presents." Putin signs them and hands them
out.The books are titled: "Russia, a Great Country."
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Putin's town hall with kids so boring it sounds like it should be covered by UN
Convention against Torture. #Russia https://t.co/JFXWglubz4

https://twitter.com/hashtag/Russia?src=hash
https://t.co/JFXWglubz4


— Matthew Kupfer (@Matthew_Kupfer) July 21, 2017

6:50 p.m. — A girl who is celebrating her birthday today asks what Putin thinks about
feminism. Putin responds that he sees nothing bad in the feminist movement and recalls his
conversation with one of the former presidents of a Muslim country who lamented that girls
in his country are barred from education. In Russia, Putin says, the problem is not as serious,
but there is a problem that women earn less than men. He quickly adds that the same problem
exists in the West.

6:43 p.m. — A girl from Ulan-Ude asks about the problems concerning Lake Baikal. Putin
acknowledges that the ecological problems of the world's largest fresh-water lake by volume
are grave, but adds that the government is aware of them and they will be solved.

6:40 p.m. — A boy from Belgorod asks why Putin decided to become president and if he
fulfilled his objectives in this role. Putin replies that he didn't plan on becoming president and
it was former President Boris Yeltsin who encouraged him to take up the position, even
though initially he turned it down. "Boris Nikolaevich, I am not ready for this. I have to
change my life completely for this, and I'm not ready to do that," Putin says he told Yeltsin.
The latter reportedly told Putin to think about it, and ultimately did put him forward as his
successor.

6:35 p.m. — The host introduces an orphan boy, saying "He has a dream and only you can be
the one to make it come true." The boy then shyly says that his dream is to see Putin in
person. Putin and the boy then take a joint picture.

6:30 p.m. — The hosts now announce the results of a poll on the NTV Vkontakte social media
site, asking people what their priorities are. Most respondents, 40 percent, have chosen
"family values." Next in line are "health" (16 percent) and "freedom"  (13 percent), followed
by love and pay. "Work" is at the bottom of the ranking. "That which matters to you, is also
important for the generation that's on Vkontakte," the host concludes.

6:21 p.m. — Putin and a boy argue about the demographic situation in Russia, with the boy
saying that Russia has a declining population and Putin shooting back, "This is incorrect,
that's not true." He claims that population growth has been positive since 2015 for the second
year in a row.

See also: The Kremlin Needs to Address Russia's Demographic Crisis

6:12 p.m. — Sixteen-year-old Marina asks Putin to talk about his views on “some opposition
persons.” Putin points out that there are currently several dozen political parties in Russia,
which, he notes, is not very positive because it diminishes the responsibility of their leaders.
The president also mentions “Russia’s neighbors” where a state coup took place, but
corruption remained in place.

6:20 p.m. - A boy from the Lipetsk region asks Putin about the biggest problems in
agriculture. Putin cites a shortage of seeds and cattle.

https://twitter.com/Matthew_Kupfer/status/888427096619536384
https://themoscowtimes.com/articles/russias-leaders-need-to-address-its-demographic-crisis-op-ed-58184
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Boy: How many pull-ups can you do?
Putin: Eh... 15, 17. Then I hurt my shoulder and had to stop. And you?
Boy: TWENTY-FIVE.

— Lucian Kim (@Lucian_Kim) July 21, 2017

6:09 p.m. —Putin recalls that until recently he used to do 15 to 17 pull-ups in the morning, but
once hurt himself and avoided doing pull-ups since. A boy responds that he can do 25 pull-
ups.

6:06 p.m. - Putin encourages a little girl to repeat a question about whether he did anything
naughty as a child. The girl gets shy and Putin says to her, "Don't be afraid of me, I am at a
distance and can’t even bite you.”

6:03 p.m. - Putin admits he never quite understood the music of Soviet and German composer
Alfred Schnittke, saying “I haven’t improved myself yet to that degree.”

5:59 p.m. — The host reads out a question asking whether Putin supports online censorship.
Putin replies that there is no censorship in Russia and reiterates that he considers freedom a
fundamental value for him. At the same time, he adds that there should be measures to stop
the spread of harmful information on the Internet, such as the messages of suicide groups.

5:55 p.m. — The live broadcast is nearing its two-hour mark, but Putin is not showing any
signs of fatigue. The "adult version" of such Q&A's usually lasts around four hours. Putin also
looks decisively more casual for the occasion, wearing a short-sleeved white shirt.

5:53 p.m. — Putin is asked again about his childhood and the relationship with his parents.
Putin says a mother’s role is most important and that children should never forget that their
parents love them. But "you must make your own decisions, even if that path is filled with
difficulties or mistakes."

5:52 p.m. — Putin reminds the young audience that 2017 has been declared the Year of the
Ecology in Russia. “Unfortunately, we have to put off enforcing strict environmental laws
because of the current economic climate," he says. "Our companies will have to switch to
modern green technologies eventually.”

5:50 p.m. — About 12,700 people are watching the live translation on the Vkontakte social
media page.

5:45 p.m. — A young man in a red bow tie and thick rimmed glasses asks Putin what
"mysteries" he'd most like solved. Putin responds he is curious about the origins of the
universe, like whether the Big Bang really happened. He remembers a conversation he had
with a group of scientists, but they failed to "quench his curiosity."

The transition from one historical period to another is another mystery, he says. 

https://twitter.com/Lucian_Kim/status/888416667369426944


5:35 p.m. - A young boy asks Putin — now in a short sleeved shirt — what he thinks of
Russians who dodge military service. Putin says he has a "negative" attitude towards draft
dodgers. He adds that since ancient times, it has been a man's honor to protect his tribe.
"Even though there is hazing in the army, every man must contribute to the country’s
defense."
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Kid 2 #Putin: Do you have a successor? It's international practice for outgoing
leader 2 suggest someone but in the end it's up 2 the people

— Sarah Rainsford (@sarahrainsford) July 21, 2017

5:29 p.m. — Putin is asked: "Do you have a political successor?" He says it is international
practice to indicate a successor, but adds it is up to the Russian people to elect their leader.

5:20 p.m. — In the "foreign policy" category a child asks whether there are plans to colonize
Mars. Putin delivers a long lecture about the planet, but takes a long time to answer the
question. He then says there are plans to explore the planet "with our European colleagues" in
2019.

5:19 p.m. — The Q&A has morphed into a kind of game show, where Putin is asked whether he
would eat a hot dog. The president responds he wouldn't. He is then asked what he thinks of
introducing a global currency. Putin describes it as "a risk."

5:20 p.m. — NTV channel launches an online poll to find out from what age children would
like to have the right to work.

5:10 p.m. — While Putin talks, the camera zooms in to show a girl drawing a sketch of Putin,
surrounded by children, in her notebook. Another girl is shown diligently taking notes of
Putin's answers.

5:07 p.m. — A young member of the team that built the plane model asks about the future of
Russia's energy sector after current energy sources dry up. Almost an hour into the broadcast,
it is the first serious policy question. Putin responds there are a range of alternative energy
sources but they must first be cheaper than fossil fuels.

5:00 p.m. — A young girl asks what event in his life influenced him most of all and Putin, after
hesitating, said that it was the collapse of the Soviet Union. " Sorry for the grown-up asker,
but you asked a serious question, so you get a serious answer."

4:56 p.m. — A student asks Putin about U.S. director Oliver Stone's documentary about him,
"The Putin Interviews," and what he liked the most about the filming process. Putin responds
that he liked Oliver Stone himself because he is an "unusual" and "deep" person. 

"But I didn't watch the entire film," he says. "I fell asleep, because I was tired."

https://twitter.com/hashtag/Putin?src=hash
https://twitter.com/sarahrainsford/status/888405932543270913
https://themoscowtimes.com/articles/oliver-stone-has-launched-putins-re-election-campaign-58194


4:54 p.m. — Another question to Putin: Why didn’t you use an umbrella during the heavy
downpour on June 22? Putin responds he just didn't think about it.
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Grandfather Putin dispenses advice to all his children: 'love is between a man and a
woman, between a child and their motherland' pic.twitter.com/sKMyrfEbd0

— Thomas Lowe (@ThomasJLowe1) July 21, 2017

4:50 p.m. - A boy who introduces himself as a member of the winning football team of a
championship among orphanages asks if the Russian national team could win the 2018 World
Cup, which Russia is hosting next year. Putin responds: "Pasha, which one of us is a football
champion, you or me? So you tell me." 

The audience laughs.

4:47 p.m. — Putin defends the country's Unified State Exam, saying that the existing model is
not perfect but it helps students from the regions get into leading universities. He adds that
more than 60 percent of students at top Moscow universities come from the regions.
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Putin's seems to be having a harder time with these kids questions than with
journalists' pic.twitter.com/xdBKZ1ttRC

— Ian Bateson (@ianbateson) July 21, 2017
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Putin tells a kid in Sochi he hasn't made up his mind on whether he will leave his
post or not – no mention of the upcoming election.

— Ivan Nechepurenko (@INechepurenko) July 21, 2017

4:38 p.m. — A ten-year-old boy asks Putin for his most prominent childhood memory. Putin
responds he spent a large part of his childhood "on the streets" of Leningrad, now St.
Petersburg, and describes doing sports, and specifically martial arts, as having had a positive
influence. 

https://t.co/sKMyrfEbd0
https://twitter.com/ThomasJLowe1/status/888394111006498816
https://t.co/xdBKZ1ttRC
https://twitter.com/ianbateson/status/888392976975704064
https://twitter.com/INechepurenko/status/888391117837926401


4:34 p.m. — The host asks Putin to list the three biggest values in his life. After stalling for
time, Putin responds: life itself, followed by love and freedom.

4:30 p.m. - A boy asks what Putin will do when he leaves the presidential post, to which Putin,
laughing, replies that he hasn't decided yet if he is going to quit.

4:25 p.m. — A teenage student asks Putin what he would do if he could stop being president
for one day. Putin responds that he considers himself an "ordinary man" and lives a normal
life. He tries to find time for creative self-development, listening to music, practicing sports
and mingling with friends. He adds that little has changed after he became president and that
one day he'll have to stop being president, according to the Constitution.

4:23 p.m. — Putin reveals that his nickname was "Platov" when he worked in the KGB secret
service.
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So far the tone of this discussion between Putin & kids is pretty Kim Jong Putin.

— Shaun Walker (@shaunwalker7) July 21, 2017

4:22 p.m. — The first question comes in: Putin is asked if he uses social media platforms. He
answers that he works so late that he can "only dream about getting to bed." No time for
social media, then. 
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Putin asked if he uses social media. Says working day ends too late to go on
Instagram. Said to not use Internet and rely on advisors
pic.twitter.com/S0yc5y1pY3

— Ian Bateson (@ianbateson) July 21, 2017

4:18 p.m. - Putin attempts to loosen up the audience with a joke about smart kids and glasses,
but gets no emotional response from the audience so far.

4:15 p.m. - Putin describes how the 2014 Olympic Games changed host city Sochi, including
how they led to the creation of the Sirius center for gifted children.

4:13 p.m. — Putin finally appears in the hall, accompanied by the TV hosts. He is almost
fifteen minutes late.

4:08 p.m. —The television hosts warn that the president might be another ten minutes late.

https://twitter.com/shaunwalker7/status/888388177542742016
https://t.co/S0yc5y1pY3
https://twitter.com/ianbateson/status/888388757640163329


They ask the children casual questions to pass the time.

3:52 p.m. — A live translation is already being shown on NTV's Vkontakte page, here. The feed
will be broadcast on NTV's website and its television channel at 4 p.m., when President
Vladimir Putin is set to make his appearance. Vkontakte statistics show 5,000 viewers were
following the live feed at the time of writing.

Russian President Vladimir Putin is set to meet with more than 800 students at the Sirius
education center for gifted children in Sochi, on the Black Sea coast.

He will answer questions from students on site and children across the country, who sent in
their queries via social media.

The visit will be broadcast live on the NTV state-controlled channel as well as the channel’s
YouTube, VKontakte and Odnoklassniki social network pages.

Putin regularly visits the Sirius center, which was established in 2014 at his initiative.

The question and answer session follows on his traditional Direct Line on June 15, which
lasted nearly four hours.

Related article: Let the Campaigns Begin! Putin and Navalny Tussle for Media Attention
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